KARAOKE
Broadway Party & Tent Rental
www.BroadwayPartyRental.com
QUICK FACT The television used must be cable/audio/sound ready for words to appear on screen.
SET UP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Open front & back of black box.
2. Place speaker wires on stands around the room within 20’ of the Karaoke player.
3. Plug speaker wires into back of speakers.
4. Plug the black cord into the video input on television.
5. Plug microphone into cord, & cord into “Microphone A Slot” on front of machine.
6. Put television in video mode.
7. Plug Karaoke player into an outlet (a standard outlet will work).
8. Turn power on for Karaoke & amplifier.
9. Put CD in machine, press “select.” Use arrows, up & down to select song number.
10. Set Microphone volume at “10 o’clock.”
11. Set Microphone Master volume at “9 o’clock.”
12. Set Music Master volume at a comfortable level

Connect Mic Cable through handle on side of case, then into Mic A to prevent cable from hanging in front of player.
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Please place the CD in original container.

DUE TO COPYRIGHT LAWS,
THE COST TO REPLACE CD INCLUDED WITH
THIS SYSTEM IS $250.00
THE COST TO REPLACE SONG BOOK IS $25.00
This charge will be added to your credit card on file if items are not returned.

“We Rent Celebrations!”
IF EQUIPMENT IS WORKING INCORRECTLY,
CONTACT BROADWAY PARTY & TENT RENTAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
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KARAOKE DIRECTIONS

There are 3 Power Cords to plug into wall or a power strip in the back cover of the case.
There is a cable marked “To TV Video” inside back cover of case. It goes to your TV Video Input (usually yellow). Set
your TV to your video channel.
Plug the speaker wires into the AMP (the bottom unit). There are red & black Output Jacks for the cables. There is a
little “bump” on the speaker cable end. It indicates ground & should go into the black Output Jack.
Turn on all three units.
The top unit is the Mixer. Make sure the button marked “Source” is in the (CD) position. Use the Mixer for your
Microphones. There are three inputs in the upper right side. If the little white button is pushed in, you will have echo on
your Mics (good when singing). Adjust Mic volume at the Mic Input. The knob marked “Mic Master” must also be turned
up a little.
Put your disc in the player. Wait for it to load. When “loading” is done, use the buttons to push the song number you
want. You do not have to push play or anything else. The player has a key changer (makes the key of the song higher
or lower). The buttons are left of the tray & marked by sharp & flat indicators. The button between them returns the
sound to normal. Push eject to remove the disc.

NEVER LEAVE A DISC IN THE TRAY WHEN YOU’RE READY TO SHUT SYSTEM DOWN.

“We Rent Celebrations!”
IF EQUIPMENT IS WORKING INCORRECTLY,
CONTACT BROADWAY PARTY & TENT RENTAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

